Information on your destination Hapimag Saalbach
Getting there
Car
Approx. 700 m after the town sign for Saalbach, take the turning to the right (after the BP garage, in front of
the chapel) and drive approx. 150 m to the tunnel entrance. In the tunnel, take the first exit to the left
(signposted ‘Zentrum, Kohlmaisbahn, Skiliftstrasse, Ronachweg’). On leaving the tunnel, turn left into
Skiliftstrasse. After approx. 300 m, after the Kohlmaisbahn valley station, turn left and go along
Kohlmaisliftweg (slightly steeper) to reach the Hapimag resort reception.
If you are arriving on the Austrian motorways you will need a motorway toll sticker (“Vignette”) (vignettes are
available for ten days or two months).
Bus
From Zell am See train station, take bus number 680 to Saalbach. The bus stop is located directly opposite the
station building. Tickets can be purchased on the bus.
When you reach Saalbach, get off at the Schattberg X-press stop. There is a taxi rank close by.
On foot, it will take around 10 minutes to walk up the hill to the Hapimag resort. Cross the large car park and
go right on Schulstrasse towards the village centre (Dorfzentrum) and pedestrian zone (Fussgängerzone). You
will pass sports shops and the Schattbergstub’n restaurant. Now turn left into Dorfstrasse and follow this up
past Berger’s Sporthotel and the Saalbacher Hof. Turn right directly in front of the town hall and head in the
direction of the church. Follow the path as it ascends by the “Turm” (a listed building), pass the church to
reach Skiliftstrasse and walk towards the Kohlmaisbahn ski lift. You will pass a few après ski restaurants, “Das
Kohlmais” hotel and will see the Kohlmaisbahn valley station to the left. After the valley station, take the
slightly steeper Kohlmaisliftweg and follow it for approx. 150 m until you arrive at the resort.

Arrival outside reception opening hours
If you arrive outside of reception opening hours, we will leave the key card for your holiday apartment for
you.
1. You will find the Digibox to the left of the entrance area of the resort.
2. Enter your membership number (maximum 6 digits) and press the # button. Your membership number is
on the booking confirmation.
3. Take out the key card and use it to open the main entrance. The key card also gives you access to your
holiday apartment.
4. You will find further information in your holiday apartment.
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